
RVC AD Meeting Regarding fan limitation declaration 
November 11, 2020 

Present: Bellevue, Camanche, Cascade, Durant, Monticello, Mid-Prairie, North Cedar, 
Northeast, Regina, Tipton, West Branch, West Liberty, Wilton, Tom Gruenwald- Maquoketa 
 
Absent: Anamosa 
 

1. Procedure of dispensing tickets. 
a. Discussion on whether to use tickets or have a checklist. Consensus was tickets 

would be better so interaction between fans and ticket takers would be more 
limited. 

b. MM/2nd Regina/Mid-Prairie to have each school provide tickets for their own fans 
and let the host school know what those tickets are- i.e.- color, type. Motion 
passed unanimously. 

c. Coaches and players will each receive two tickets the day before the game to 
give to their two people.  

d. It was suggested that the tickets be different for each game or rotated in 
appearance to lessen the chance of duplication. 

2. Clearing of Gyms between levels 
a. Discussion on if we will be clearing out the gym after each game. 
b. Concern was people would be in close contact in the commons areas. 
c. Overall thought was the limitation of fans would lessen the need to clear out the 

gym. 
d. Consensus was to not clear out after each game. 
e. Also concerned that the extra time it would take to clear the gym and re-enter will 

lead to students getting home late 
f. Middle School games being held on the same night will need separate tickets. 
g. people attending a lower level HS game in a separate facility would be allowed to 

enter for the varsity game as well.  
h. MM/2nd Cascade/West Branch to not clear out gyms until our next AD meeting in 

December to see how it goes and re-evaluate moving forward. Motion passed 
unanimously. 

3. Pep Band/Cheerleader Discussion 
a. Schools are up in the air as to whether to have a pep band or not. Do they get 

two tickets as well? Initial thought was no.  
b. Most schools are not having cheerleaders travel to road games in basketball and 

only for road quad meets in wrestling but not tournaments. Overall thought was 
those students would get two tickets to dispense. 

4. Concession stands 
a. Most thought with the limiting of fans, concession stands will be allowed and that 

food will be allowed in the gym because of the spacing that can take place.  


